Booklist and Reader’s Advisory, September 2018

Recently published architectural books and related works, selected by Barbara Opar, architecture librarian, Syracuse University Library.

NOTE: Links to purchasing information generally taken from amazon.com or Michael Shamansky Bookseller (artbooks.com). Amazon will donate .5% of the price of your eligible AmazonSmile purchases to the Society of Architectural Historians whenever you shop on AmazonSmile using this link.

Reader’s Advisory

The Latin American art documentation center of the Espigas Foundation and the Cultural Heritage Research Institute (TAREA-IIPC) of the UNSAM inaugurated its headquarters in the downtown Buenos Aires. Re-launched in 2013 on the basis of an agreement between the UNSAM and the Espigas Foundation, today the Espigas Center for Studies brings together in its new headquarters the largest visual art fund in the Southern Cone, made up of more than 250,000 bibliographic, archival and newspaper documents. The new building—a property donated by the Ministry of Culture of the City of Buenos Aires—is located on Calle Perú 358 and has a specially equipped consulting room, an auditorium for conferences and a space for exhibitions. Many note that this space is the conjunction of many vocations with the concern to work for the history of art, which is a fundamental discipline of critical, reflective and committed knowledge.

Suggested current periodical readings:


Kafka, George. “Building Study; Brute Instinct: John Puttick Associates’ respectful refurb of BDP’s iconic Preston Bus Station improves the Station’s Circulation and Connection to the City While Remaining True to Its Brutalist Aesthetic,” Architects’ Journal, vol. 245, no. 15,


Priest, Isabelle. “Buildings: Distillery; Licensed to Thrill: La-la-land on the Outside and Bat Cave Within, RHSP’s new Distillery and Visitor Centre for Macallan Leaves the Nose Empty but the Eyes Popping,” The RIBA Journal, vol. 125, no. 8 (August 2018), 20-25.


Booklist

Architects:


**Architecture, Gothic:**


**Architecture, Indigenous:**


**Architecture, Islamic:**


**Architecture – India:**


**Architecture – Palestine:**


**Architecture – Rwanda:**


**Architectural Design:**


Architectural Exhibitions:


Architectural Theory:


Architecture & Film:


Building Technology:


Building Types:


Wangsgaard Jürgensen, Martin. Ritual and Art across the Danish Reformation:
**Changing Interiors of Village Churches, 1450-1600.** Turnhout: Brepols, 2018. ISBN: 9782503542959. 586 pages. $163.00

**Infrastructure:**


**Masterworks:**


**Sustainability:**


**Urban Design:**


